HUMAN: Well they sure aren't human specifications. The leg holes are obviously a hatchet job. They're too wide apart. SHEEP: We've never had a human before, so we used the porpoise harness. We improvised the leg holes.
HUMAN: Well I call it torture. SHEEP: But torture is illegal.
HUMAN: Look…Sheep. I can see you're devoted to your lawsyour CODE --whatever. But that Rat-Frankly, I can't fathom why she's been put in charge around here since you clearly possess more-SHEEP: Who says Rat's in charge?
HUMAN: I'm only judging from the way you all seem to defer-SHEEP: THE CODE is our authority. HUMAN: Well I'm glad to hear that. I'm a lawyer myself, you knowyou will not find a bigger fan of the rule of law. It's the basis of civilization. Which is why the matter of my harness-SHEEP: It chafes. HUMAN: I wouldn't fuss about a little chafing, but the compression. The lack of circulation. There's my sperm count to consider. SHEEP: Oh.
HUMAN: If this harness were to cost me my ability to father children, you'd agree that's torture, wouldn't you? Cruel and unusual punishment, at the very least? SHEEP: But Human, you needn't worry about fathering children. You're not going to be around that long. And we're not envisioning a breeding program. RAT: Shut up. We've run the test five times, Hound, and he's 0 for 5. Even on straight odds he should have done better than that. The flounders did better, and we eat them all the time. Sheep, read that passage again, will you? The test specifications.
(SHEEP puts on her glasses, opens the CODE, and takes time finding the correct passage while RAT paces, till HOUND tosses a potato at her. RAT flings it back.) SHEEP: I quote: "The subject creature shall correctly distinguish three food items wrapped in tin foil when held directly under his or her nose. The items for detection should be of an olfactory magnitude equivalent to that which a rat is capable of distinguishing at 20 metres, and not more than 22 metres. Henceforth to be called the Rat-20 test."
RAT: (Cracking her whip.) Exactly. We followed those specifications to a "t". And he failed -all five times.
HOUND: But was it okay to use the same items each time? (Juggles a potato.) Like, maybe he has a disability relating just to beets, or apples. RAT: And did you enjoy your meals at the time? Savour the flavours, and all that?
HUMAN: I don't remember having much appetite. Couldn't really taste anything.
RAT: Exactly. The nose is stuffed. No smell, and therefore taste is impaired. Agreed?
HUMAN: I suppose.
RAT: So you agree that smell is related to taste and enjoyment of food? (RAT picks up a potato.) HUMAN: I.....guess....
RAT: So we're agreed that an individual's appreciation of food is related to a functioning sense of smell. Does it not follow, therefore, that a species with a more advanced sense of smell will have a greater food appreciation than a species with a more limited sense of smell? (RAT lobs the potato to HOUND. He nods, and lobs it back.) HUMAN: Well...now-RAT: Obviously the sense of smell is the key sense when it comes to preparing and appreciating food. And obviously we maximize the good by eating those who can't smell very well, while allowing more refined creatures to enjoy a rich banquet on which to exercise our discriminating palates! What could be more rational than that? (Tosses potato in the pot.)
HUMAN: Wait a minute. I-RAT: But I thought you were a big fan of reason, human. Wasn't that a tidy piece of reasoning? RAT: Well then, I draw your attention once again to the definition of beast. Hound simply stopped reading too soon. Beast: Definition 1: "Any animal except man; especially, any large quadruped." Definition 2: blah blah blah. Irrelevant...Here we are! Definition 3: Beast: "A cruel, rude or filthy person." Now you agreed, human, that human beings are persons. And according to this definition, a person can be a beast. Therefore humans are beasts! If A = B and B = C, then A = C. We call that a syllogism, human-but I guess you know that, being a big fan of reason and all. It's about that syllogism of yours, Rat. You claim that I am a beast because of the third definition of "beast," which is... (He reads.) "a cruel, rude or filthy person." Now you constructed the syllogism as follows: A human is a person. A person is a beast. Therefore a human is a beast. But your second premise is incorrect. Not every person is a beast. Only a cruel, rude, or filthy person is a beast. So it does not follow that I am a beast! RAT: Let me see that! (Reads silently.) Ahhh human, clever human. Not ready to concede, yet, eh? That's okay. I'm enjoying our little sport. And perhaps my logic was a tad hasty. We must be above reproach, eh? Dot our "i"s and cross our "t"s, as Sheep likes to say. SHEEP: Cruel, rude or filthy person? Is that how his lexicon defines "beast"?
RAT: Indeed.
SHEEP: I say he stinks. Hound? HOUND: I'd have to agree. He stinks.
(HUMAN looks pointedly at HOUND, who shrugs.)
RAT: So he's filthy. And he is certainly rude. Did you see him snatch that lexicon from me just now? Not to mention the interrupting.
(RAT dismounts while speaking, placing the Blackberry on the bench.) SHEEP: And the sarcastic remarks.
HUMAN: But I'm not cruel. I am not cruel! RAT: Ahh, but now it's your logic that is faulty, human. The definition says cruel, rude OR filthy. Not cruel, rude AND filthy. We find you to be filthy and rude. Two out of three is more than enough to define you as a beast. Any one would be sufficient. HUMAN: But "cruel" is the primary definition. And the structure is ambiguous. The "OR" structure could mean that one has to be "cruel" and "rude," OR "cruel" and "filthy." Either way "cruel" must be part of the definition.
SHEEP: (Rubbing her eyes.) I'm getting a headache. And I begin to doubt whether the framers of our great CODE really did anticipate the arrival of this tiresome creature. Can we please give him the test and be done? I'm hungry. What new foodstuffs have you brought for the test, Rat?
RAT: A dry piece of bagel, a chunk of parmesan, and a parsnip. We can save the latter for the ragu, yes? I checked the pantry. We also have turnip, plenty of carrots, fresh sage, tarragon... SHEEP: And we still have that bottle of cooking sherry.
RAT: Well then! The ingredients of a tasty meal are at hand! HUMAN: Wait a minute. You can't run the test yet. You haven't answered my last point. You have failed to prove that I am a cruel person, and therefore you have failed to prove I am a beast subject to the olfactory test.
HOUND: The human has a point. (Tosses a potato to HUMAN.) We haven't demonstrated his cruelty, which means maybe he's not a beast, and so it wouldn't be fair to subject him to the test. Yes, he may stink. Yes, he may be rude. His senses may be feeble. But he hasn't harmed us, has he? Perhaps we should let him-
